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It was not my intent to delve into spirituality but the topic could not be avoided and any 

researcher worth her weight in gold knows that historical investigations require following the 

information wherever it leads. I should also note that this chapter does not invite a hermeneutical 

discussion of the Scriptures but rather my reasoning for its introduction into this work is to 

confirm identities as well as the locations of events as they relate to the Akans who figure so 

prominently in my research. 

At the beginning of this writing I presented compelling evidence of how race and racism 

were invented, by whom, when and why. The rationale for enslaving Africans was on the 

basis of skin color, lifeways and belief systems, and, from the perspectives of non-Africans, 

these characteristics were inferior and thus worthy of dominating according to Islamic and 

Christian beliefs. Although the history of these inventions seems distant, the evidence of this 

logic is present in contemporary society and can be seen in public policies such as policing, 

education, finance, healthcare, housing, visa lotteries, and civic duties such as exercising the 

right to vote. Many have said and will continue to say that our nation was founded on Christian 

values. While that is not entirely true, it does create the framework to justify what is right or 

wrong with other nations who do not pray to the same god. What is true is that the claim of 

dominance over Others was alleged to be divine—a right reserved for whites only because only 

whites knew the true intent of their god, ergo the founding of the nation on Christian values. 

There is an art to domination. 

The rhetoric of Western Christianity is astonishing and it begins with the Society for the 

Conversion of Negro Slaves, a British invention to keep Africans spiritually enslaved by 

creating a version of the bible with significant omissions to the Old and New Testaments. The 

1807 Parts of the Holy Bible, selected for the use of the Negro Slaves, in the British West-

India Islands coincided with the U.S. Slave Trade Act of 1807 that prohibited the importation 
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of Africans but the law did not go into effect until 1808 and did nothing to abolish the 

abhorrent practice altogether. The rhetoric alone, however, was not enough to hypostatize the 

concepts of superior and inferior so that others inside and outside of the dominate group would 

learn their places in humanity; men-women, white-non-white, children-adults, leaders-

followers, everyone was compartmentalized into the categories and labels according to the 

values placed on them by the dominant group. To convince everyone outside elitist circles 

that there were indeed predetermined roles for everyone, literature and imagery were produced 

to buttress the rhetoric. While researching the history of Akans by way of Ulcinj and Halima’s  

extended Ābergelēs family, I discovered one of the tools used to accomplish the intended 

goal of placemaking: geography. 

The dots were connected using multiple sources, chief among them was Dr. Yankey’s 2010 

memorandum to the Ghana Minister of Chieftaincy and Culture where he asserted that the 

Nzemas and Evalues were of the Anyinli (Aowin) origin in the then Kong Region of the Mali 

Empire now located Northern Ivory Coast. The Aowins were compelled to band together with 

other Akans notably Twifus and Akyekyeres to the Southeastern forest of Bonduku to 

escape…convert[ing] to a foreign faith of Islam in 1473AD. 1    “Most of the tribes of the region 

are thought to have moved southwards to the present locations in search of better ecological 

conditions and safe havens.”2  The descriptions of movement as described by Yankey are 

consistent with Ptah Akhan’s conclusions in Chapter Seven—my interests here was the 

southward movement. 

Yankey’s review of the genealogical pedigree of the Aowins includes discrediting claims 

that jihadists were not violently forcing conversion to Islam. They were violent and they were 

extreme. He narrates that those who converted became known as Chokosis and Anofoms, 

recruited by mercenaries to fight against the Grumakingship—each other. In order to escape, 

the Aowins left Northern Liberia to seek refuge in the Southeastern forest of Bonduku.3 Some 

grew very tired of moving for so long by foot that when they came to a forest zone called 

Awiawia, they chose to stay there and changed their name to Sefwis. 4 The Sefwis have been 

practicing Judaism for centuries and are the only group of Hebrews in Ghana. It is a contestable 

wrinkle in history to confuse a Jewish person with an Israelite person both of whom self- 

identify as Hebrews. The difference between the two is that a Jewish person would never refer 

to herself as an Israelite rather she would refer to herself as an Israeli or Jew. The Sefwis 

continue their ancient Hebrew- Israelite traditions that are shared by the Jewish community 

today such as making Havilah, reading the Torah and circumcising a male infant on his eighth 

day.5  It is striking here that Akans who changed their identity to Sefwis, continue making 



Havilah just as the captives did on Pinješ Hill during their annual celebrations. 

Those who did not remain in Awiawia continued the journey until they reached the Atlantic 

Ocean and could go no further, they named their new home Kpokezoe (means endpoint) in 1480. 

6  Keeping with the practice of reinvention, they also renamed themselves Nzema after the NZI 

River in Côte d’Ivoire, where they and the Mandé-Soninkes lived along the river. The NZI river 

runs parallel to the Comme River (Kumbuthe Aowins and Mandés lived along the Comme 

River and became known as the Kimbu(i) people and later Akuamu people); Nzema then, is the 

combination of Nzi + mbu= Nzimba. 7  Those who did not settle in Kpokezoe continued to 

move on, establishing Nzulelzu in Beynin, which became the capital of the Nzema Kingdom. 

Nzulelzu (means surface of water) is a stilt village built on the Lake Tadane and the inhabitants, 

according to UNESCO, “are said to have migrated from Walata, a city in ancient Ghana Empire 

the earliest of the Western Sudanese States.”8 The conclusions of UNESCO reaffirm the 

linkages between the Nzemas and Sudan. 

 


